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VAT Review Smart
VAT Review Smart provides a consistent
diagnosis of VAT opportunities and risks across
multiple jurisdictions. The technology is scalable
and can be applied to almost any size of
business, from global organizations looking for
true cross-jurisdictional comparability to small
businesses operating in a single jurisdiction.
Our approach

By leveraging VAT Review Smart and our network of highly experienced
VAT professionals, you should be able to:
• Identify potential VAT planning opportunities and risks for evaluation and
prioritise their potential business impacts along with necessary compliance
process changes.
• Analyse VAT planning opportunities and risks.
• Establish effective global VAT operations to help address tax authority
inquiries and avoid unnecessary VAT costs.

Key features

VAT Review Smart contains databases of questions authored by Deloitte
VAT specialists from around the world. The question banks are designed to
collate the necessary information to provide an evaluation of the currentstate position of your business with respect to VAT.
Questions are grouped into easily divisible chapter headings, such as VAT
compliance, VAT treatment of sales, purchases and recovery of VAT,
thereby allowing the appropriate personnel to complete only the sections
they are responsible for.
The question banks are iterative and cumulative so that the tool only asks
users relevant questions. For example, if you do not supply goods, the
solution will only ask questions relevant to suppliers of services.
The questions and reports are designed for effective benchmarking between
different entities and jurisdictions so that your business can identify areas
of effective practice that you may want to replicate, as well as common
risks that you may want to address.

VAT Smart Report

Key Findings
A tax risk and opportunities report containing key findings and an analysis
of each plot on the heat map, including a description of the risk and
recommendations from Deloitte VAT specialists

Heat Map
An interactive heat map that plots the findings of each review, grouping
those findings according to whether they represent VAT planning
opportunities or tax risks and whether they require immediate action or
further consideration

Knowledge and Procedures Model

Knowledge and procedures model
VAT Review Smart also contains a knowledge and procedures model that
asks a number of questions aimed at examining the integrity of processes,
controls, and tax management.
The report in this section offers a visual representation of the current state
of your VAT compliance processes and related controls and recommended
actions associated with them.
Results, covering each of the areas on the model, are presented as either
green (monitor), amber (evaluate and review), or red (mitigating action
needed). The result is a highly visual and interactive insight into your
business’ VAT control framework.

Risk/Impact model
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